Spatially-explicit harvest scheduling models to enforce maximum harvest opening size 4 restrictions often lead to combinatorial problems that are hard to solve. This paper shows that the 5 inequalities required by one of the three existing formulations, the Path Model are typically lazy. In other 6 words, these constraints are rarely binding during optimization, especially if the maximum opening size is 7 large relative to the average management unit size. By solving 60 hypothetical and eight real forest 8 problems with varying maximum clear-cut sizes and to varying target optimality gaps, we confirm that 9 applying the Path constraints only when they are violated during optimization leads to shorter solution 10 times. While the lazy Path constraints performed better than the other formulation/solution approaches, 11 the relative superiority of the method was more obvious at larger optimality gaps. Nearly 95% of the 12 problem instances solved fastest with the "lazy" method at a target gap of 1%, and almost 92% solved 13 fastest at 0.05%. At 0.01%, the Lazy Path approach was still superior in the majority of cases, but the 14 percentage was much lower: 57%. This is a significant improvement compared to the 14, 10 and 19% 15 shares of the other approaches. If only the real instances are considered, the Lazy Path approach 16 performed best in 68% of the instances with 1% and 0.01% optimality gaps and in 61% of the instances 17 with 0.05% gap. A closer analysis of the results suggests that the relative superiority of the approach 18 increases with problem size and maximum clear-cut size.
Introduction 23
Spatially-explicit harvest scheduling models optimize the spatial and temporal layout of forest 24 management actions in order to best meet management objectives such as profit maximization, even 25 flow of products, and wildlife habitat preservation while satisfying a variety of constraints, including 26 maximum harvest opening size restrictions. These models assign various silvicultural prescriptions, such 1 approximate the ARM's integral convex hull). Crowe et al.'s (2003) results illustrate how obtaining a 2 tighter formulation does not necessarily result in improved solution times. While additional constraints 3 may tighten the formulation, they increase the size of the LP relaxation that must be solved at each node 4 in the branch-and-bound tree, slowing down the rate at which nodes are processed.
5
Gunn and Richards' (2005) "stand-centered" constraints can also be used as an alternative or 6 complement to McDill et al.'s (2002) cover inequalities. One stand-centered constraint is written for each 7 management unit and period. The constraint prevents the harvest of the unit in a given period if the 8 combined area of the adjacent units that are scheduled for harvest in the same period exceeds the cut 9 limit minus the area of the unit. Gunn and Richards (2005) observe that these constraints do not prevent 10 every possible harvest area violation, but they argue that these violations will be few when the areas of 11 management units are not too small compared to the harvest opening area limit and that those that do 12 occur can be easily detected and "post-fixed" at a relatively small loss in optimality. Although Gunn and 13 Richards' (2005) constraint set is not an exact formulation of the ARM, it is attractive because (1) the 14 number of stand-centered constraints needed is equal to the number of units in a forest, which is much 15 less than the number of covers that might be needed, and (2) unlike finding McDill et al.'s (2002) covers, 16 generating stand-centered constraints does not require a potentially very time-consuming recursive 17 enumeration. However, Gunn and Richards' (2005) constraint set can be expected to be less effective as 18 the ratio of the maximum harvest opening limit to the typical management unit size increases.
19
The goals of this paper are 1) to test empirically whether McDill et al.'s (2002) Path or cover 20 inequalities are often lazy in a sense that most of them are rarely active (binding) in otherwise feasible 21 integer solutions that are potential candidates for the true optimum, and 2) to test whether this property 22 can be used to solve area-based harvest scheduling models more efficiently. Specifically, we test whether 23 specifying the Path constraints as a lazy constraint pool leads to more efficient solution times (i.e., 24 whether a target dual gap can be achieved more quickly or whether a tighter gap can be achieved within 25 a given amount of time). While the construction of lazy constraint pools still requires the a priori 26 enumeration of paths, or minimally infeasible clusters of management units, the constraints in the pool 27 1 The test forests 2
The "laziness" of the Path constraints and the computational efficiency that can be afforded by 3 the use of lazy constraint pools was tested on sixty hypothetical and eight real forest planning problems, 4 all of which are available in a public data repository at http://ifmlab.for.unb.ca/fmos/ (Integrated Forest 5 Management Lab 2006) . Multiple levels of maximum harvest opening size restrictions were used (see 6 Table 3 ). Thirty of the hypothetical forests had 300 units and thirty had 500 units. The real forests, 7 Kittaning4, FivePoints, PhyllisLeeper, BearTown, Pack, ElDorado, Shulkell and NBCL5 consisted of 32, 71, 8 89, 90, 186, 1, 363, 1, 019 and 5, 224 units, respectively. In this paper, a management unit is simply the 9 smallest contiguous pre-defined spatial unit that will be treated using a single prescription, i.e., it cannot 10 be split. Adjacent management units may be aggregated, however, to create larger treatment units that 11 will be collectively treated using a single prescription. The hypothetical problems had one forest type and 12 one site class, while some of the real problems had four, five or six forest types and two, three, four or 13 six site classes (Table 2) . Forests in different categories exhibit different growth and yield patterns. The 14 initial age-class distribution of the hypothetical forests mimics a typical Pennsylvania hardwood forest 15 (Table 1) . As the hypothetical forests comprise different spatial configurations of management units and 16 the acreage of the individual units is predefined, the actual percentages of the age-classes might deviate 17 slightly from the figures in the table. The hypothetical problems were generated in batches using a 18 program called MakeLand (McDill and Braze 2000) , which creates hypothetical forests consisting of 19 contiguous irregular polygons that can be assigned different stand characteristics. MakeLand was 20 instructed to randomly assign age-classes to the polygons of each randomly generated forest map in 21 such a way so that the overall age-class distribution would approximate the one shown in Table 1 . This 22 random age-class assignment was done three times for each of twenty maps, resulting in the thirty 300-23 stand and thirty 500-stand problems. Neighborhood adjacency (the average number of adjacent stands, 24 or vertex degree in the adjacency graph) was varied by changing the initial number of points that
25
MakeLand was instructed to use to construct the polygons. The age-classes and yields of each unit in the 26 real problems were based on on-site measurements.
27
excluded as we had no site-specific knowledge to make meaningful delineations. We also excluded those 23 units from NBCL5 that had no yield information. The average age of the forests at the end of the 24 planning horizon was set to be at least half of the minimum rotation age. We used a 3% real discount 25 rate for each formulation except for the four Pennsylvania forests where we used 4% and in Pack Forest, where we used 7% as prescribed by the respective administrators. The 3% rate was used to be 1 consistent with Goycoolea et al. (2009). 2 Table 2 summarizes the spatial characteristics of each real problem, and each hypothetical 3 problem batch. Apart from the minimum, maximum and mean unit sizes, the unit size distribution, the 4 total forest area, as well as the average vertex degrees and the number of forest types, site classes and 5 planning periods are listed.
6
To evaluate potential solution time savings of the Lazy Path approach, we formulated each 7 problem three different ways: using (1) variables. We used a green-up exclusion period of one period length. This means that depending on 10 whether a 5 or 10-year long planning period was used, 5 or 10 years were assumed to be long enough 11 for a clear-cut to be replanted or naturally regenerated into a new stand that had adequate canopy 12 closure and height. We assumed that adjacent units with a combined area above the maximum opening 13 size can both be cut as long as there is at least one planning period between the two harvests to allow 14 green-up. As a reference for the readers, we note that the length of the exclusion period ranged between 15 10 and 20% of the financially optimal rotation age in these test problems. We solved the Path 16 formulation with and without treating the Path/Cover inequalities as lazy constraint pools. We did not test 17 the lazy constraint approach with Goycoolea et al.'s (2005) and Constantino et al.'s (2006) models 18 because those formulations don't require exponentially large constraint pools; they require more variables.
19
Lazy constraint pools are expected to work well only in cases where the number of lazy constraints 20 substantially exceeds the number of variables and where only a few constaints in the lazy constraint pool 21 are likely to be binding. The more constraints there are relative to the number of variables, the less likely 22 that they will all intersect in the neighborhood of a new, potentially optimal solution, hence the "lazy" 23 designation.
24
The following two sub-sections give formal definitions for each of the models and for each of the 25 preprocessing algorithms that were used in this experiment. (2) 19 T Age = the minimum average age of the forest at the end of the planning horizon. 20 21 Equation (1) specifies the objective function of the problem, namely to maximize the discounted 22 net revenue from the forest during the planning horizon plus the discounted ending value of the forest.
23
Constraints (2) are logical constraints. They require a management unit to be assigned to at most one 24 prescription, including a do-nothing prescription. Harvest variables ( mt x ) are only created for periods 25 where the stand is old enough to be harvested (i.e., it is older in that period than the predefined 1 volume for each period and assign the resulting value to harvest accounting variables H t . Constraint sets 2 (4) and (5) are flow constraints. They limit the rate at which the harvest volume can increase or 3 decrease from one period to the next. Constraint set (6) captures the maximum harvest opening size 4 restrictions as minimal cover constraints generated by the Path Algorithm. These constraints assume that 5 the exclusion period equals one planning period: once a management unit, or group of contiguous units, 6 has been harvested, no adjacent management units can be harvested until at least one period has 7 passed. The structure of these constraints is easy to generalize to alternative exclusion periods which are 8 integer multiples of a planning period (see for example, Snyder and ReVelle 1997b). Constraint (7) is an 9 ending age constraint. It requires that the average age of the forest at the end of the planning horizon is 10 at least T Age years. In the real forests with multiple forest types, such as NBCL5, one ending age 11 constraint was written for each forest type. The target ending age was set to one half of the minimum 12 rotation age associated with the forest type. These constraints help prevent the model from over-13 harvesting the forest during the planning horizon and define a minimum criterion for a desirable ending 14 condition. Lastly, constraint (8) identifies the management unit variables as binary.
16
The Maximal Clique GMU Model
17
As discussed in the Introduction, the key step in constructing the maximal clique GMU or Cluster 18 Model is to enumerate each possible combination of contiguous management units within the forest 19 whose total area does not exceed the allowable harvest opening size. The choice variables ut x in this 20 model represent the decision whether all management units in GMU or Cluster u should be cut in period t 21 or not. We note that these variables are defined for t=0 (the "do nothing" option) only if they denote a GMU that consists of one unit. This is necessary to ensure that the minimum average ending age area of unit j, and max A = maximum harvest limit), 13 G m = the set of GMUs that contain management unit m, 14 h u = the first period in which the youngest management unit in u is old enough to be cut, 15 G t = the set of GMUs formed by management units that are each old enough to be cut in t,
16
K jt = the set of GMUs that 1) contain at least one unit in maximal clique j of management units Model. They allow a management unit to be harvested only once in the planning horizon or not at all.
21
Constraints (13) prevent the formation of any clearcut i in class Κ whose area exceeds the maximum 22 harvest opening size. Lastly, constraint set (14) w that take the value of one whenever a unit in maximal clique Q ∈ is assigned to clearcut i in 4 period t. As with the GMU/Cluster Model, set , the set of maximal cliques of management units, must 5 be enumerated during the model formulation phase. The following two constraint sets, along with 6 constraints (13) guarantee that the maximum harvest opening size is never exceeded. The contribution 7 of constraint sets (15)-(16) is to ensure that the units in each maximal clique can only belong to at most 8 one clearcut in any given planning period:
14
To account for harvest volumes in each planning period and to ensure a minimum average 15 ending age, we modify constraint set (3) and (7) and add them to the Bucket Model (18-19). The harvest 16 flow constraints are identical to constraint sets (4-5).
17 (2008) propose a variety of pre-processing techniques that can improve the computational performance of the Bucket Model. We describe the 1 algorithms that we used in a subsequent section titled "Pre-processing".
3
The Lazy Path Approach
4
The Lazy Path approach solves the Path formulation (1-8) by specifying that constraints (6) resumed. If the node has an inferior objective function value compared to the current incumbent after the node is not integer feasible but still has a superior objective function value to the incumbent, it 19 becomes an unprocessed node, and the branch-and-bound process is resumed. When there are no more 20 nodes to explore, the algorithm terminates at the node that yields the best objective function value 21 without violating any of the Path constraints that remain in the lazy constraint pool. We implemented the Lazy Path approach in IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.1 by using the "Lazy constraints" label for Path inequalities.
23
To estimate how "lazy" the Path constraints were, we kept track of the number of lazy constraint 24 violations that occurred during the course of optimization and these numbers were compared with the 25 number of Path constraints that were needed to fully define the ARM. We note that CPLEX 12.1 offers the modeling environment used, i.e., whether the Concert Technology, the Callable Libraries or other 1 methods were used to access CPLEX. 10
For the simultaneous enumeration of both the clusters (GMUs) and minimal covers, we used 11 "Algorithm I" as proposed by Goycoolea et al. (2009, p164) . Following the recommendation in that paper,
12
we utilized special computer programming structures such as hash tables and linked lists to store 13 enumeration results and to check for repetitions. For finding the set of maximal cliques (mutually 14 adjacent management units), we used the following algorithm:
16
Step 1: Pick a management unit and create a linked list of units that are adjacent to it.
17
As an example, A 1 ={2,3,5} is the set of units that are adjacent to unit 1. Repeat
18
Step 1 for each stand.
19
Step 2: Using an adjacency 
Step 4: For each 4-member clique of form {i,j,k,l}, check if k l A ∈ . If the condition 4 holds (i.e., units k and l are adjacent), then save {i,j,k,l} as a maximal clique.
5
Step 5: Go through all the saved maximal cliques and discard the redundant ones.
7
This algorithm could be extended for higher-order cliques (i.e., with more than four elements), but it was 8 not necessary in this case, since adjacency was defined in this paper as sharing a common boundary, not 9 just a point. In this case, the Four Color Theorem (Appel et al. 1977) guarantees that no cliques with 10 more than four elements will exist.
11
Apart from enumerating the maximal cliques, pre-processing for the Bucket Model involves the 1
for each pair of units , s t V ∈ ("s" stands for source and "t" for terminal unit). As before, parameter i a is 1 the area of unit i, and i A is the set of units adjacent to unit i. Variable ij x represents the decision whether 2 directed edge ij should be part of the minimum area path between s and t. If 
18
the fact that for a few problems the formulation times were measured using a faster machine had no 19 impact on our conclusions because these formulation times were longer than those obtained with the 20 alternative models using the slower machine. Finally, we note that the formulation time measurements 21 included computer times that were required to write out the linear programming formulations into text 22 files. The formulation times, the number of constraints and 0-1 variables that ensure the maximum 23 harvest opening size restrictions, as well as the distribution of paths/minimal covers in terms of the 24 number of units they contain are listed in Table 3 and 4 for each of the 68 problems. The information in 25 fractions of a percentage of the constraints were found to be active during optimization for most of the 1 Pack Forest, NBCL5 and El Dorado problems, as many as 23-24% of the constraints were active in some 2 of the PhyllisLeeper or Kittaning4 instances at the 40ha max opening size. With a few exceptions, namely 3 the PhyllisLepper, Kittaning4, FivePoints and BearTown problems with 40 or 50 ha max opening size 4 settings, the Path/Cover inequalities were rarely active in the overwhelming majority of test cases. The 5 activity rate ranged between 0 and 1.47% in the hypothetical and between 0 and 23.81% in the real 6 problems. This empirical result suggests that in many cases only a fraction of the Path constraints might 7 be necessary to find optimal solutions to area-based harvest scheduling problems. Not surprisingly, the 8 results in Table 6 also imply that the larger the maximum harvest opening size, the less likely it is that a 9 given path constraint will be active during optimization. As the evidence in the next section suggests, this 10 implication could in turn lead to significant solution time savings. Before we move on to solution times,
11
we note that the degree of "laziness" could also depend on other factors including the length of the 12 green-up period or on the tightness of harvest flow and minimum average ending age constraints. The 13 longer the green-up and the more relaxed the forest-wide constraints, the more likely it is that a given 14 path constraint becomes active. Lastly, we would also like to point to the result that the proportion of 15 active path constraints increases with tighter optimality gaps. More violations are likely during 16 optimization if more accurate solutions are sought. As we will see, one implication of this result is that the 17 proposed lazy approach is somewhat less effective with tighter optimality gaps.
18

Solution times
19 Table 7 lists the number and percent of "wins" for each of the three benchmark models and for 20 the proposed lazy approach for both the real and the hypothetical problems at the pre-specified 1%, 21 0.05% and 0.01% target optimality gaps. We chose the number and percent of wins as the primary 22 performance metric because not all problems solved to the desired gaps within the predefined 6 hours of 23 runtime. We counted the "wins" based on the number of times a particular model/method solved the 24 problem instance faster than any of the other models. If none of the models/methods were able to find a 25 solution within the preset optimality gap and the 6 hours of runtime, we selected the "winner" based on size. In solving the 500-unit problems, the Lazy approach "wins" the largest number of cases for all 1 opening sizes, and the result is increasingly strong as the opening size is increased (middle chart in Fig 
9
As far as the real problems are concerned, the Lazy Path approach outperformed the other 10 methods in 18 out of the 28 problems (64.3%) at the 1% gap, in 17 out of the 28 problems (60.7%) at 11 the 0.05% and in 19 of the 28 problems (67.9%) at the default 0.01% gap. In the instances where the 12 Lazy approach did not yield the shortest solution times or the tightest optimality gaps, it was almost 13 always the original Path Model that performed the best (Table 7) . The Bucket Model never led to better 14 solution times or to better optimality gaps in any of the real problems. The Maximal Clique GMU did solve 15 fastest in two cases (7.1%) of the 0.01% runs (Table 7) .
16
A worst-case performance analysis, applied to all the experimental data we have, provides 17 further evidence that the proposed Lazy approach had a distinct advantage in both the hypothetical and 18 the real problems despite differences in the percentage of "wins". The bottom chart in Fig. 1 shows the 19 proportion of times when each model/method performed the worst by different maximum harvest 20 opening size categories: S (small), M (medium), L (large) and XL (extra-large). It is clear that the Lazy 21 approach has the fewest "worst" performances, and the proportion of "worst" performances decreases as 22 the relative maximum opening size increases. The Bucket model has the highest number of worst 23 performances of all the approaches, regardless of the opening size. Surprisingly, this result gets stronger 24 as the relative opening size increases.
25
Overall, the results suggest that the Lazy Path approach can improve solution times for area-26 based harvest scheduling problems -sometimes dramatically. This result appears to be robust regardless of the number and size of the units, the presence or absence of various forest types and site classes, the 1 length of the planning horizon, the maximum harvest opening size, the vertex degree (Table 2) or the 2 cardinality distribution of covers (Table 3) . It also appears, especially in the hypothetical problem set, 3 that the Lazy approach is particularly efficient in solving problems with greater maximum harvest opening 4 sizes (Table 1) . This is not surprising since the larger the max opening size, the less likely that a given 5 Path constraint becomes active during optimization. It is also clear that in the instances where the Lazy 6 approach was outperformed by the other models (e.g., in Kittaning4, FivePoints, PhyllisLeeper and 7 BearTown -see Table 5 ), it was the low number of path constraints that was the common denominator 8 (Table 4) . Our conjecture, supported by empirical data, that the proposed Lazy approach performs the 9 best when there are a high number of path constraints in the formulation is consistent with the pattern 10 that the advantage of the method increases with greater opening sizes. Greater opening sizes and a 11 greater number of management units both contribute to a higher number of adjacency constraints, which 12 in turn makes it more likely that an individual constraint is lazy in the formulation.
13
Finally, we like to draw the reader's attention to the apparent lack of correlation between the 14 number of units in a given problem and solution times. The instances that appear to be the most difficult difficulty. We believe that size is perhaps an even less reliable measure for mixed integer programs than 24 it is for pure integer programs." (Page 45). We speculate that the reason why some of the smallest 25 problems were the hardest to solve is due to a combination of factors. These factors likely include these a critical determinant of problem difficulty, and the fact that harvest flow requirements are harder to 1 meet in an optimal fashion if the "volume blocks", i.e., the timber volumes associated with individual 2 stands, are few in number and are large relative to the optimal levels of flow. We believe that the more 3 "volume blocks" are available and the smaller they are relative to the sustainable periodic harvest flows, 4 the easier it will be to find good solutions that satisfy the flow constraints. Since confirming these 5 speculations on an empirical basis would require very large samples, likely thousands of test forests, we 6 leave the question of problem difficulty to future research.
7
Formulation plus solution times 8 In this sub-section, we provide an analysis of "total times", the sum of formulation and solution 9 times, to illustrate the role of the proposed Lazy approach in the context of formulating and solving ARM 10 models. We only discuss the results in detail for the compromise 0.05% runs. At 1%, total times are 11 dominated by formulation times because most problems solve very fast to this level of optimality. The
12
Lazy approach does not have an impact on formulation times because it requires that all Path constraints 13 are identified upfront. At 0.01%, the results with respect to total times are very similar to those of the 14 0.05% runs.
15
At 0.05%, the Lazy approach still comes out ahead of the other models on average in terms of 16 total times for the hypothetical problems at each of the three maximum harvest size levels that were 17 considered. The results with respect to the real problems are mixed (Table 4, 5) . For FivePoints,
18
PhyllisLeeper and BearTown, it was the Path and the Lazy Path approach that allowed the shortest 19 formulation times. The four Kittaning4 instances on the other hand formulated 4-6 times faster with the 20 Bucket Model than with the Path. Since Kittanning4, FivePoints, PhyllisLeeper and BearTown are all very 21 small in size, and they can be formulated in the matter of seconds regardless of which method is used, it 22 is really the solution times that set the alternative formulations apart. While both the Path and the Lazy
23
Path approach solved Kittaning4 and FivePoints in seconds, the Bucket and the Cluster methods took 24 several minutes, or in some cases, several hours of computer time before a solution with the target 25 0.05% optimality gap was found. Moreover, in one case (Kittaning4 at 80 ha Amax) the Bucket Model was unable to find a solution within the desired optimality gap in six hours of run time. As far as 1 PhyllisLeeper is concerned, neither the Cluster nor the Bucket approach was able to find a solution within 2 the 0.05% gap at any of the four maximum harvest size levels. While the Lazy Path method solved all 3 four of the PhyllisLeeper models to the desired optimality, the original Path Model did so only at the 60 4 and 80 ha max opening size levels. Finally, none of the models were able to solve the 71-unit BearTown 5 to the 0.05% gap. The tightest gaps were achieved by the Lazy Path approach in three of the four 6 instances and it was the original Path approach that found the best solution for the fourth instance within 7 the 6 hrs pre-specified runtime.
8
Formulation times ranged from a couple minutes to several days for NBCL5 depending on the 9 maximum harvest opening size and the modeling approach (Table 4) 
20
For the 186-unit Pack Forest, formulation times increased exponentially with increasing max 21 opening sizes when the Path or the Cluster models were used (Table 4 ). Compare the 36.53 -36.65 s formulation times at the 24.28 ha (60 ac) level with the 61.38 -61.37 days at 48.56 ha (120 ac). The 23 24.28 ha (60 ac) maximum harvest opening size restriction corresponds to the Forest Stewardship 1 expected due to the way the Bucket is formulated. Since none of the models could solve the Pack Forest 2 problems to the target 0.05% gap, we were not able to compare the sums of formulation and solution 3 times. In three of the four problems that were created based on four different maximum harvest opening 4 sizes, it was the Lazy Path approach that reached the tightest optimality gaps within the pre-specified 6 5 hour runtimes (Table 5 ).
6
For the 1,363-unit El Dorado and the 1,019-unit Shulkell, formulation times were essentially the 7 same regardless of whether the GMU/Cluster or the Path/Cover model was used. Formulation times 8 ranged from about 25 minutes (at 48.56 ha max opening size) to 65 hours (72.84 ha) for El Dorado and 9 from about 9 minutes (40 ha) to 20 hours (60 ha) for Shulkell (Table 4. ). Formulation times were longer 10 for the Bucket Model at the 48.56 and 60.70 ha levels in El Dorado and at the 40 ha level in Shulkell,
11
likely because of the large number of management units involved. On the other hand, the Bucket Model 12 formulated much faster for both problems at the highest, 72.84 and 60 ha maximum opening size levels.
13
In sum, our empirical results indicate that using lazy constraint pools for McDill et al's (2002) 14 Path inequalities can lead to significant, sometimes dramatic cuts in solution times. Since the use of lazy 15 constraint pools does not eliminate the need of an a priori enumeration of Path constraints, the proposed 16 technique can only influence solution but not formulation times. As a result, the Bucket Model, which 17 does not rely on costly enumerations, can outperform the Lazy Path approach in terms of solution plus 18 formulation times in cases (e.g., Shulkell) where the maximum harvest opening size is large relative to 19 the average size of the units and the number of units is not too high (like in NBCL5). Hence, we do not 20 recommend the use of the Lazy Path approach for every single problem instance. We suggest instead 21 that the forest planner tries to formulate the Path and Cluster models as a first step (using Goycooolea et 
26
Model is likely to be the most efficient choice in terms of formulation plus solution times. If the number of units is also very high (as in NBCL5), the Bucket Model might also become very large and cumbersome to 1 formulate even if efficient pre-processing algorithms such as the Floyd-Warshall are employed. In this 2 particular case, a cutting plane or delayed constraint generation method might be the best approach, 3 where the path constraints are generated only during optimization and only if one or more ARM violations 4 occur in a solution candidate. If the formulation of the Path/Cover/Cell and Cluster models is not too 5 time-consuming, then it is safe to say based on the results of this study that the Lazy Path approach is 6 the best choice to minimize solution times.
7
Finally, it must be noted that the formulation times reported in the present study should not be 8 considered ironclad. Our goal was to give the reader a feel for the expected computational expense that 9 is associated with formulating these models using the resources of an average analyst. We acknowledge 10 that other programmers could improve these formulation times, perhaps significantly. The question is 11 whether shorter formulation times would have an impact on our conclusions with respect to the 12 performance of the Lazy Path approach. We argue that such an impact is very unlikely for the following 13 reasons. First, since three of the four models that were considered in this study, the Path/Cover, the Lazy 
16
Second, while formulation times for the Bucket Model could potentially be improved to a greater extent 17 than those for the other models, they would have to be improved by several orders of magnitude in order 18 to outperform the Lazy Path approach. This is because the solution times afforded by the Lazy Path 19 method are at least one magnitude shorter than those of the Bucket Model (Table 5 ).
20
Caveats
21
In this sub-section, we discuss a number of additional factors that might have an impact on how 22 useful the proposed Lazy approach can be in solving harvest scheduling problems with area restrictions.
23
As mentioned earlier, the efficacy of the method appears to depend on how lazy the path constraints are 24 in a given formulation. If forest-wide constraints such as even flow or minimum average ending age 25 constraints are present, and these constraints are set tight, it is more likely that a given path constraint is going to be lazy since the model is already very constrained. In practice, it is possible that harvest flow 1 constraints are needed only at a scale broader than the one at which a spatially-explicit harvest 2 scheduling problem is to be optimized. With that in mind, we removed the flow constraints from the 60 3 hypothetical problems and resolved them using the tightest allowable clear-cut size limit (40 ha) to see if 4 this had any impact on "laziness" and on solution times. We found that the average number of lazy 5 constraints per problem that were active during optimization went up from 71.45 to 719.60 (0.33% of 6 total to 2.85%), which is almost a 10-fold reduction in "laziness". Nonetheless, 60% (36) of these 7 problems still solved faster using the lazy constraints. This is a significant finding considering that the 40 8 ha max opening size was the tightest of the 3 settings that were used in the experiments. This means 9 that even with the least lazy max opening size setting, the lazy constraint approach still maintained an 10 edge even without even-flow constraints. As far as the impact of the minimum average ending age 11 constraints is concerned, one could argue that these restrictions might force the models to leave old 12 stands uncut during the planning horizon to make sure that the minimum average age is met. This in 13 turn could have an impact on how active the path constraints are in problems that are severely 14 constrained already. Our results for the hypothetical problems suggest, however, that this scenario never 15 materialized. In our models, it was always optimal to cut the stands in the oldest age-classes during the 16 planning horizon.
17
To illustrate how important (or unimportant) the maximum harvest opening size constraints were 18 in restricting the forest managers' ability to maximize discounted timber revenues, we resolved the test 19 problems at the 0.05% gap without path constraints. The percent reductions in NPV due to maximum 20 clear-cut sizes are reported in the rightmost column of Table 5 . The average cost of adjacency was a 21 fraction of a percent for the hypothetical problems and it was less than 1% for most of the real problems.
22
In a few real problems, however, as in FivePoints or Kittaning4 with 40ha max opening sizes, the cost 23 was much higher at 11.89% and 7.78%, respectively. The cost of adjacency dropped rapidly as the max 24 opening size was raised. The fact that the Lazy approach solved the FivePoints the fastest at 40 ha, but 25 the original Path method was the best for Kittaning4 suggests that there might not be a strong correlation 26 between the cost of adjacency and the efficacy of the Lazy method.
1
In this article, we showed empirically that the Path/Cover inequalities of McDill et al.'s (2002) 2 Path formulation of the Area Restriction Model (Murray 1999) are often lazy. We exploited this property 3 by removing these inequalities from the harvest scheduling model and placing them in a "lazy constraint 4 pool". Each time the solver finds a potential solution it checks if any of the constraints in the pool is 5 violated. If a lazy constraint is violated, we add it to the model. The process is repeated until the desired 6 optimality gap is reached and no more violations occur. We tested the technique on sixty hypothetical 7 and eight real problem instances with varying maximum harvest opening sizes and found that in most 8 cases it outperformed the other three existing models in terms of solution times, often by a dramatic 9 margin. An additional finding was that if the sum of formulation and solution times was used as a 10 measure of efficiency, the Lazy Path approach still came out ahead of the other models on average.
11
In conclusion, we emphasize that while the Lazy Path approach offers significant improvements FivePoints is due to the fact that both the problem with and without ARM constraints was solved to 0.05% 3 optimality. This is the reason why the profit maximizing objective value in the ARM can exceed the objective value 4 of the problem without ARM by 0.01%. 8 Table 3 . Test problem formulation characteristics: cover/path size distribution 9 Table 4 . Test problem formulation characteristics: problem size and formulation time 10 Table 5 . Solution characteristics for 0.05% target gap runs: real problems 11 
